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This Little Black Book shows you how to take charge of a big project, define it, and then break it down into
smaller, more manageable phases. You will learn how to control a budget and schedule and lead a project
team through to successful completion. You will find out how to anticipate problems and plan for them during
the various project phases. And you will discover methods for establishing clear objectives for your project,
even when they are not defined at the point of assignment.

Because it’s a long-term process, project management causes even well-organized managers to experience
difficulty. But if you are accustomed to controlling routine work in your own department, you already
understand recurring workload cycles, staffing limitations, and budgetary restraints—the same issues you’ll
confront with projects.

Running a project is like starting up a new department. What distinguishes both activities from your other
tasks is that there’s no historical budget, no predictable pattern to the problems or resistance points, and no
cycle on which to base today’s actions.

Think of this Little Black Book as the foundation of the project structure you’ll create. That structure will take
on a style, character, and arrangement of its own, but it must rest on a solid base of organizational skills,
definition, and control. This book will show you how to take charge of even the most complex project and
proceed with confidence in yourself and your project team. But protect this book, and be sure you can trust
those who might see you reading it. Keep it locked up in your desk or briefcase, and never leave it out in the
open where it may be borrowed permanently. This is your secret project tool; guard it well.
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Wireless Technology: Applications, Management, and Security (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2009
This is an edited volume based on selected papers from the annual Wireless Telecommunications Symposium. The WTS is a forum to exchange information on advances in mobile communications and wireless networking technology, management, applications, and security in a conference environment with leaders and experts from industry, governmental agencies,...
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Universal Serial Bus System Architecture (PC System Architecture Series)Addison Wesley, 1997
Universal Serial Bus System Architecture  provides an in-depth discussion of USB and is based on the 1.0 version of the Universal Serial Bus specification.  It focuses on the USB protocol, signaling environment, and electrical specifications, along with the hardware/software interaction required to configure and access USB devices.  Although this...
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ASP.net Web Developer's Guide (With CD-ROM)Syngress Publishing, 2001
Aimed at the working ASP developer who wants to move to Microsoft .NET, ASP.NET Unleashed: Web Developers Guide offers an excellent example-based programming tutorial. With its strong practical focus, this title offers an excellent choice for learning ASP.NET quickly.
  Most every computer book uses examples illustrating programming...
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Airplane Flight Dynamics and Automatic Flight Controls Pt. 1Darcorporation, 2001

	In this two-part textbook, methods are presented for analysis and synthesis of the steady state
	and perturbed state (open and closed loop) stability and control of fixed wing aircraft.
	Part I contains Chapters 1-6 and Appendices A-D. Part ÐŸ contains Chapters 7-12 as well
	as Appendix E.


	The book is aimed at junior, senior...
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Acting Lessons for TeachersPraeger Publishers, 2006
We love teaching. Both your authors and you, the readers, love the classroom experience. We accept that the students don’t always learn as much or as readily as we might have hoped, and we accept that we might not have executed a planned lesson as smoothly as we had hoped. But we still love the excitement of the first day, the thrill of...
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BMA Illustrated Medical DictionaryDK Adult, 2002

	This dictionary gives comprehensive coverage of anatomical terms, disorders, tests, treatments and drugs and contains extensive cross referencing for fast access to related topics.


	Essential A–Z quick reference to over 5,500 medical terms

	 


	The British Medical Association
...
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